Finger-loops, oncogenes, and metals. Claude Passmore Brown memorial lecture.
Certain DNA-binding proteins that regulate gene expression contain single or multiple copies of short polypeptide sequences, approximately 30 residues long, consisting of combinations of four Cys or His residues at defined spacing, so that Zn++ is complexed in tetrahedral coordination with the respective thiol-sulfur and/or imidazole-nitrogen atoms. The Zn++ ion evidently serves as a strut that stabilizes folding of the domain into a 'finger-loop', which is capable of site-specific binding to double-stranded DNA. This article reviews the evidence (a) that finger-loop domains have been highly conserved during evolution, (b) that they furnish one of the fundamental mechanisms for regulating gene expression, and (c) that a metal ion (e.g., Zn++) is required for binding of finger-loops to DNA and for their biological functions. The authors' search of amino acid sequences of 38 transforming proteins identified possible finger-loop domains in the myc, fms, fps, raf-1, rfp, src, syn, yes, erbA, int-1, and TGF-alpha gene-products. The search incidentally revealed possible finger-loop domains in human insulin receptor, which may provide a mechanistic explanation for recent observations that insulin, after binding to its cell surface receptor, is translocated to hepatocyte nuclei and becomes bound to chromatin. Zn++-coordination sites in finger-loop domains are proposed as potential targets for metal toxicity; substitution of Ni++, Co++, or Cd++ for Zn++ in finger-loops of transforming proteins is suggested as an hypothetical mechanism for metal carcinogenesis.